TMA Course

Course Description
- 48 hours in length: The last 8-hours are spent shadowing/working on the floor with a med pass Nurse of your facility for a portion of the day. Our instructor will coordinate this with you on the front end. Two to three participants per Nurse is the preferred ratio.
- Course hours can be set up as it best works between the organization(s) and the instructor availability (Days/Evenings/Weekends).
- The course is conducted at your location, unless other arrangements are needed for the classroom portion.

Requirements
- A minimum of 8 participants will be required.
- Participants must have completed a nursing assistant training program approved by the Department of Health and be at least 18 years old.
- Books and training materials will be provided for all participants, which they may keep.

Payment
- The cost per participant under the grant is 50% of the normal course fee.
- Advanced Minnesota will invoice each organization for their portion of the fee.